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use of interpersonal and interactive language 
(audience-oriented language)

multimodal nature of 
communication 
(interaction with 

visual and gestural 
communication 

signals)

solidarity with audience 
through speech functions 

chosen (e.g. using 
interrogatives or 

imperatives, or less 
formal language)

prolonged social effects of 
presentations (both in 
formal and informal 

contexts, such as informal 
chatting, coffee breaks, 

dinners…)

using humor as a means of 
achieving better social 

interaction
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• a large formal meeting where a lot of people discuss 

important matters such as business, politics, or science, 
especially for several days. 

Conference Conference 

• regular coming together on a representational basis of 
several hundreds, or even thousands  of individuals 
belonging to a single professional, cultural, religious or 
other group; often convened to discuss a particular subject. 

Congress

• a prestigious conference with participants who are experts 
in their fields, with a low acceptance rate for presentation 
abstracts; usually covering a single topic or subject and all 
the lectures given by experts are completed in a single day. 

Symposium

• a KEYNOTE is a presentation by a high-profile expert; 
• a PLENARY is a presentation/speech that is expected to be 

attended in full (i.e. by all participants).

Keynote /
Plenary

• an alternative to an oral presentation, where research is 
displayed pictorially.Poster session
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• A formal discussion on a particular matter in a public 

meeting, in which opposing arguments are put 
forward.

Debate

• An organized event or meeting that encourages round-
table discussions.Forum

• An informal, and usually small-scale conference. Meeting
• A group of advanced students studying under a professor 

with each doing original research and all exchanging 
results through reports and discussions through active 
participation, focusing each time on some particular 
subject.

Seminar

• Includes all the elements of the seminar, but with the 
largest portion being emphasized on “hand-on-practice” or 
laboratory work.

Workshop
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Elizabeth Rowley-Jolivet (2012): Oralising text slides in scientific conference presentations: A multimodal corpus analysis in Rowley-Jolivet, Elizabeth, Carter-
Thomas, Shirley, Boulton, Alex.; Corpus-informed Research and Learning in ESP : Issues and Applications, John Benjamins Publishing Company , Amsterdam
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• by using a more relaxed register than the one used in the written paper, but 
still maintaining an appropriate level of formality;
• by choosing attractive titles and headings, and by appropriately highlighting 
key points.

INFORMATIVE OF YOUR RESULTS IN A DYNAMIC AND ENGAGING MANNER

• the presentation has a clear introduction, a well-organized structure, and 
valid conclusions;

• language does not have to conform in all aspects to that of the written 
academic paper (e.g. active voice can be more frequent, there is a wider range 
of tenses and vocabulary for non-technical terms can be less formal);

• presenter should not speak too fast, with a monotone, or for too long.

DELIVERED IN A CLEAR, FRIENDLY, ENTHUSIASTIC, AND RELATIVELY INFORMAL WAY

Bear in mind that your presentation is not an English examination, so your 
English does not have to be perfect.
Bear in mind that your presentation is not an English examination, so your 
English does not have to be perfect.

Language used in an oral presentation may vary, but it should tend to be:
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• speaker does not appear to be talking to himself/herself;
• speaker engages with the audience (both by using gestures and language) and does 
not read the slides; 
• speaker is engaging the audience by occasionally providing standard information in 
a novel or unusual way, using very simple but unusual graphs and pictures that 
underline important points in a new way, or (if appropriate) using a funny expression;

INTERACTIVE AND EVEN APPROPRIATELY ENTERTAINING

• elaborate details and specific should be used only when this is crucial for the 
exposition of the research;

• however, scientific expressions should not be rephrased or replaced by synonyms;

LESS TECHNICAL THAN THE WRITTEN COUNTERPART

• oral presentation should not include all information from the research and should 
be reduced to only the most informative elements;

• unnecessary digressions and lengthy elaborations are not allowed;
• examples and explanations of graphical representations should be relevant, precise 

and self explanatory (i.e. not difficult to interpret).

CONCISE, DIRECT AND ILLUSTRATIVE
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 PRONUNCIATION – since English has an irregular system of pronunciation, always check 
the pronunciation of unfamiliar words (especially names), even if they seem easy to 
pronounce (useful link: http://www.howjsay.com);  

 TEMPO – try not to speak to fast nor to slowly, so that the audience can absorb what 
you are saying; 

 RHYTHM – make sure to pronounce your words in groups that sound natural, with 
regular pauses between such groups (e.g. GOOD→ the obtained data ‖ indicates that ‖ 
there is…, / BAD → the obtained ‖ data indicates ‖ that there is…) 

 MELODY – in order to keep the attention of the audience, it is vital to vary the height of 
your speech. By doing this, you avoid the situation where the audience loses interest. 

 VOLUME – pay attention not to speak in a way which is too silent; the loudness of your 
voice will depend on the size of the room, proximity of audience and employed audio 
equipment, but a golden rule is that you can rarely be too loud if there is no sound 
system implemented.

.

Although your oral presentation needs to be given as clearly as possible, do not 
try to eradicate your accent. However, you should be able to pronounce the 
words reasonably well.

Although your oral presentation needs to be given as clearly as possible, do not 
try to eradicate your accent. However, you should be able to pronounce the 
words reasonably well.
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Wallwork, A. (2016). English for Presentations at International 
Conferences, 2nd ed., Cham, CH: Springer International 
Publishing

Elizabeth Rowley-Jolivet (2012): Oralising text slides in scientific 
conference presentations: A multimodal corpus analysis, in 
Rowley-Jolivet, E, Carter-Thomas, S. Boulton, A: Corpus-informed
Research and Learning in ESP : Issues and Applications, 
Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Company, (accessible 
through KoBSON platform)

https://www.ted.com/talks
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